
SELECTION POLICY AND PRACTICES IN ORGANIZATIONS

Althouygh these will obviously vary by company, many policies and procedures are driven by laws and regulations
affecting hiring practices. Organizations and.

Make sure psychometric tests and assessment centre exercises are relevant to the job requirements. Purcell
Class notes , talks about different management styles, and how for each style a strategic approach could be
taken towards recruiting the right people. In 'Personnel selection in organisations'. In order to build a sound
staffing policy organisations develop guidelines around these two major challenges Kossek and Block,  Not
only collective agreements but also their administration is given importance. Personnel Management. The best
possible candidate is made the offer of that position. A recruitment and selection policy that reminds staff
about the implications of possible lapses such as these can go a long way towards ensuring they never happen.
Now, for it to achieve this, the organisation should employ people who have a broad outlook, well aware of
the markets and quick learners. Job-Related Hiring Criteria Focusing recruitment and selection decisions on
job-related hiring criteria can help to avoid problems related to potential claims of disparate treatment, such as
not selecting minority candidates, and other Equal Employment Opportunity Commission issues. Based on
their work Rousseau developed a more exhaustive model to demonstrate the linkage between business strategy
and HR practices by developing "buy strategy" and "make strategy" wherein organisations who are 'defenders'
use the 'make strategy' to develop their resources and 'prospectors' use 'buy strategy' to acquire human
resources. Since these organisations encourage individualism and discourage collectivist or union activity,
hence, its strategy includes paying high rates of salaries, promoting employees, giving rewards based on
merits, having an easily accessible communication network, etc. When an organisation organises training
programmes, industrial visits etc. Prepare interview questions that inquire about candidate skills and
experiences that are relevant to the job. Ulrich, D. Provide selectors with appropriate training to make sure that
they: Have effective shortlisting, interviewing, or assessment skills Are aware of their responsibilities to only
discriminate based on job suitability Are able to carry out your selection process professionally and
methodically Selectors who fail to meet your standards should be excluded from the selection process in the
future. Finally, the circumstances that lead an organisation to adopt a strategic approach towards recruitment
and selection shall be explained. A strategic approach takes into account the organisational goals and
objectives. Candidates should be kept informed of the status of their application and notified if unsuccessful.
A very high level of employee involvement is expected. While recruiting, the management considers the past
records of employees for involvement in union activity in previous employments.


